Maxon release new product: flat BLDC motor with cables.

Driven by customer demand, maxon release modifications to their flat / pancake motors.

maxon motor have altered the EC45 and EC90 flat BLDC motors. Now with the option to add cables with a pre-mounted connector by default and in combination with the integrated MILE encoder. The motors offered are the EC 45 flat in 50 & 70 W versions or 30 W by request. The EC 90 flat 160 W and 260 W is now available in cable version. The cable versions feature a much smaller footprint by eliminating excess PCB overhang from the side of the motor.

The flat design of the brushless DC flat motors makes them ideal for many applications, particularly robotics and industrial automation. Offering internal or external rotor motors, the flat BLDC motors are perfect for when space is limited being small and lightweight but with powerful torque. The simple and considered design means that production is largely automated, keeping prices as low as possible.

For more information contact maxon motor Australia tel. +61 2 9457 7477.
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